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I.

INTRODUCTION
Human Rights Advocates (HRA) commends the Commission on the Status of Women for

its dedicated focus on empowering rural women and girls and urges the Commission to address
the disparity in rural women’s land rights and land tenure. A human rights-based approach to
advance rural women and girls’ land rights is essential for full, equal, and effective participation
at all levels of decision-making. The report of the Secretary-General emphasized that the
empowerment and realization of rural women and girls’ human rights is essential for the
achievement of, inter alia, the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action and the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 1 HRA urges Member States to secure and
effectively actualize rural women and girls’ land tenure rights.
Land law is a system of codified rules that are enforced through institutions that govern
land tenure,2 either through formal systems (constitution, treaty, statutes) or informal systems
(customary law, religious law, traditional social/family practices), or often both. 3 Rules of tenure
define how an individual or community can use, control, or dispose of land, and often for a
determined amount of time.4 Other types of law, for example, marriage and family law, are also
relevant to the governance and protection of women’s land rights. 5 When formal and informal
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governing systems enforce different rules, it can create uncertainty and insecurity, often leading
to a lack of enforcement of formal laws and conflicts.6
Contemporary examples are presented in this paper in which the State’s formal laws do
not safeguard women’s land rights. Further, other cases are presented where formal laws are
supposed to protect women’s land rights, yet, in practice, the discriminatory and sexist informal
laws govern, entirely negating protection of rural women’s land rights. The lack of effective and
consistent enforcement of women’s land rights deprive them of their ability to fully participate as
equal human beings in the social, cultural, economic, and political planes. Land tenure rights for
rural women and girls are inextricably connected to, inter alia, the human right to food, housing,
health, financial security, education, and freedom from violence. 7
HRA submitted a written statement to the Commission on the Status of Women for the
sixty-second session, emphasizing the need to protect rural women’s land rights, specifically
rural widows, who are often forced to relinquish their land tenure rights because of customary
discriminatory practices.8 Patriarchal gender norms, including patrilineal practices, inhibit rural
women and girls from land tenure. HRA offers recommendations to facilitate the shift of these
long held customary practices that deprive rural women and girls of dignity and their human
right to land. However, it is important for this land policy programming to start as a bottom-up
approach with sufficient ground efforts that require the participation of men, boys, local officials,
and other community stakeholders. Further, statistical evidence is presented in this paper that
supports why guaranteeing and supporting rural women and girls land tenure rights brings
economic enrichment to their communities.
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II.

THE STATUS OF RURAL WOMEN AND GIRLS’ LAND TENURE AND
BARRIERS TO EQUITY
The Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women

(CEDAW) explicitly states that Parties shall “accord to women equality with men before the
law.” (CEDAW, Art. 15.1). It also states women and men have equal rights to contract and
administer land (CEDAW Art. 15.2), and calls on State Parties to “take into account the
particular problems faced by rural women and the significant roles which rural women play in
the economic survival of their families.” (CEDAW Art. 14.1). It calls on States to “condemn
discrimination against women in all its forms… and to take all appropriate measures, including
legislation, to modify or abolish existing laws, regulations, customs and practices which
constitute discrimination against women.” (CEDAW Art. 2(f)). It also acknowledges the need
for States to “modify the social and cultural patterns of conduct of men and women, with a view
to achieving the elimination of prejudices and customary and all other practices which are based
on the idea of the inferiority or the superiority of either of the sexes or on stereotyped roles for
men and women.” (CEDAW 5(a)). However, despite the fact that 189 States are party to
CEDAW,9 these protections have not been implemented consistently, and the following facts
reflect the unequal principles of land ownership.
Rural women represent a quarter of the world’s population, 10 and comprise, on average,
43% of the agricultural labor force in developing countries. 11 In fact, women are responsible for
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about 60 to 80% of food production in developing countries. 12 Yet, women’s land rights are
substantially lower than land rights of men, some figures state that women own less than 20% of
the world’s land.13 However, among rural women, they fare far worse, 14 perhaps as low as
owning less than 10% of land, as indicated by a survey of 34 developing countries by the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). 15 In fact, although rural women
throughout Africa “produce 80% of food… they own only one percent of the land.” 16 For
example, in stark contrast, men in Nigeria own 87% of the agricultural land compared to women
owning only 4%, and a small percentage is jointly owned. 17 In Bangladesh, men own almost
88% of the agricultural land compared to women owning about 10%, and a small percentage is
jointly owned.18 In Vietnam, men own almost 72% of the agricultural land compared to women
owning about 15%, and a small percentage is jointly owned. 19 On the average, there is a large
discrepancy between land ownership of men and women, it is clear that there is no gender parity
in land tenure rights and systemic practices exist that maintain this status quo.
A. Formal Legal Instruments Must Include Equal Land Rights for Women
The first step in ensuring that rural women and girls’ can fully exercise their land tenure
rights, is to eradicate any laws that exclude women from equal access to land. It is important for
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countries to understand that it jeopardizes their economic progress to exclude women from land
tenure rights.20 In spite, of the various international human rights instruments that guarantee
women’s equal rights to land,21 there are many countries with formal laws that deny women their
right to land tenure either via their constitution, property laws, or marital laws. 22
The FAO launched the Gender and Lands Rights Database (GLRD) to provide-up-to-date
country information on women’s land tenure developments. 23 The data indicators from GLRD
make it easier to identify countries that do not recognize gender equality in ownership or control
of land in their formal legal instruments, regardless of marriage status. In addition, the database
provides information as to treaties that are ratified. The following countries are all parties to
CEDAW, yet do not recognize land tenure equity in their formal instruments. In Sierra Leon, no
legal instrument recognizes women’s right to own or control land (Sierra Leone Const., 1991,
Sec. 27; The Matrimonial Causes Act, 1960). 24 In the Republic of Chile, although Art.19(2) of
the constitution states that women and men are equal before the law, Civil Code, Art. 135 and
Art. 1749, grant the husband all administrative rights to communal property/land, including his
wife’s individual property/land.25 Similarly, in the Republic of Ecuador, the Constitución
Política del Ecuador, 2008, Art. 69(3) and Art. 324, guarantees equal rights and equal
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opportunity to men and women as to access to property and decision-making in the management
of their land; however, it conflicts with Civil Code, Art. 180, that grants the husband all
administrative rights.26
As a first solution to gender parity in land tenure rights, these States, as parties to
CEDAW, must eradicate any and all laws that do not grant women equal control over their land
and at all levels of decision-making. These laws reinforce discriminatory gender norms that
place women as subordinates to men and deny women the full participation in decisions over
their land tenure. Changing discriminatory gender norms is a process that requires both a topdown approach by removing laws that deny women land rights and decision-making powers, and
bottom-up approach through educational ground efforts. States can advance this process by
removing the systemic, top-down mechanisms of these laws and ensure that women can fully
exercise their land tenure rights.
B. Oppressive Social Gender Norms Affecting Rural Women and Girls
The Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women identified Article
14 of the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW) as the only provision in an international human rights treaty which specifically
pertains to rural women.27 The Committee acknowledges the numerous ways in which rural
women and girls face an intersectionality of discrimination and are often the victims of harmful
practices, including physical and psychological harm increasing risks to their sexual and
reproductive health.28 Generally, harmful practices are associated with serious forms of violence
or are themselves a form of violence against women and girls; although the nature of the
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practices vary by region and culture, the most prevalent and well documented are female genital
mutilation, child and/or forced marriage, polygamy, crimes committed in the name of so-called
honour, and dowry-related violence. 29 Additional harmful practices include extreme dietary
restrictions, even during pregnancy, body modifications such as fattening or thinning for
marriageability, resulting in an epidemic of eating and health disorders, breast ironing to protect
girls from early pregnancy or sexual harassment, virginity testing and related practices, binding,
scarring, branding/infliction of tribal marks, corporal punishment, stoning, violent initiation rites,
widowhood practices, accusations of witchcraft, infanticide and incest. 30 These practices are
strongly connected to and reinforce oppressive patriarchal power relations and gender roles that
keep women and girls subordinate to men. Reinforcing the normalcy of these harmful practices
is a significant barrier to rural women and girls’ dignity and limit their power decision-making
over all contexts, including decisions over their body, health, and education. 31
It is also relevant that a correlation exists between an increase in human rights abuses,
including harmful practices and men’s violence against women, in relation to women’s lower
socio-economic status.32 Poverty silences and prevents women from self-agency, and often they
remain in violent relationships because their abusive partner is tied to their access to food,
housing, and land.33 States have an obligation to eliminate these harmful practices as they deny
rural women and girls the ability to fully exercise their freedom and human rights. 34 In fact, for
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rural women and girls who are faced with a plethora of oppressive patriarchal practices, land
rights are even more imperative, as it is perhaps the most vital asset for ensuring food security
and their ability to rise out of poverty, as well as a first step to personal autonomy. 35
Ensuring rural women and girls’ land tenure rights advances their feelings of legitimacy,
often translating to other autonomous decisions for women regarding their body, safety, and
healthy sexual practices.36 Owning land affects the decision-making processes within the
household and in the community, thus, granting rural women land rights allows them the
opportunity to redefine their role and status within and outside their home. 37 This is a step
towards challenging the patriarchal power relations. However, it is not enough to grant rural
women the legal rights to own land, unless these rights are secured from the informal
discriminatory cultural and religious laws/practices.
C. Customary Laws/Practices that Discriminate Against Rural Women and Girls
Land ownership is recognized as a symbol of identity, status, certainty, and safety as it
becomes an agency for capital investment and foundational to other rights, such as health,
housing, food, physical and financial security, education and sexual and reproductive health and
rights.38 The staggering low statistics of rural women’s land ownership significantly impacts
their livelihood. The customary cultural and religious patrilineal practices often prohibit rural
women from land control or ownership, including discriminatory practices of land distribution in
marital relations, and denial of land inheritance to widows. 39 The customary, often local,
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discriminatory land tenure practices in Jordan, India and Uganda, disregard the formal national
laws that give women land tenure rights. 40 In some instances, the husband or his family coerce
the woman into gifting her inherited land to the his family by threats of physical harm or
violence.41 For rural women who rely on the land for their sustenance and their economic wellbeing, denial of land rights diminishes their ability to make survival choices for their families
and themselves, essentially their right to life. 42
It is imperative to understand the multi-layered process of ensuring, actualizing, and
protecting rural women and girls’ land rights. The mechanisms of poverty and the informal
discriminatory customary cultural and religious laws/practices become a barrier for their ability
to fully exercise their land rights. If progress is not made to address these barriers, women’s
socio-economic power will remain stagnant, inhibiting forward progress, and the cycle of
subordination will continue.43 It is necessary to bring awareness and education from a ground-up
approach to shift these discriminatory customary practices, and in doing so, give women a
presence and a voice in important decision-making processes.
III.

RURAL WOMEN AND GIRLS’ LAND TENURE RIGHTS ARE CURTAILED BY
THE PRACTICE OF INFORMAL CUSTOMARY LAW IN SEVERAL
COUNTRIES
In February 1996 and December 1997, the General Assembly adopted resolutions for the

‘Improvement of the situation of women in rural areas,’ in part, stating that Governments need to
become more aware of strategies and programmes to improve the situation of women in rural
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areas.44 Further, the December 1997 resolution was more specific by inviting Member States to
develop strategies to help rural women by:
“Designing and revising laws to ensure that women have equal access to
and control over land, unmediated by male relatives, in order to end land rights
discrimination; according women secure use rights and full representation in the
decision-making bodies that allocate land and other forms of property, credit,
information and new technologies; and, in the implementation of the Beijing
Platform for Action, according women full and equal rights to own land and other
property, inter alia, through inheritance; land reform programmes should begin by
acknowledging the equality of women's rights to land and take other measures to
increase land availability to poor women and men… .”45
As discussed above, informal customary cultural and religious practices, especially in
rural areas, often abridge women’s full exercise of land tenure rights through patrilineal
practices. These discriminatory norms become customary law, and States must acknowledge
these oppressive practices and be held accountable. Article 2(f) of CEDAW, states in part that
Parties should “take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or abolish existing
laws, regulations, customs and practices which constitute discrimination against women.” 46 It is
clear that if States do not take appropriate measures in defeating discriminatory customs, rural
women’s land rights and women’s rights progress will continue to be obstructed. The data
indicators from GLRD make it easier to identify the countries which allow their informal
customary laws/practices to curtail the formal laws and thus deny rural women their land
rights.47 This data was used to identify countries that do not enforce formals laws over
discriminatory customary laws. Concurrently, methods are presented that could minimize the ill
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effects of the informal laws within the current legal framework. The following are some
examples of a few of these countries:
A. Madagascar: Informal Customary Law/Practice of Patrilineal Inheritance and
Land Certification Curtails Gender Equitable Formal Law
The contradictions and discrepancies between statutory law and customary practices in
Malagasy law reflects the realities on the ground and the lack of enforcement of gender equitable
land rights.48 In particular, although the law 68-012 confers male and female heirs’ equal rights
of inheritance, in practice, the custom is to perpetuate the father’s name and estate (mamelona ny
anaran-dray) through male heirs.49 This law provides that all heirs will agree that male heirs will
receive the land, while female heirs will receive their share in the form of a lump sum of money
only.50 Further, there are formal laws in place that allow for joint registration of marital property
(law 2015-019). For example, when a man registers for land certificates, the staff at local land
offices do not ask him about family status, or inform him that if he is married, his wife must be
present to consent his sole ownership of the property. 51 These customary practices lead to
women being denied rights to their land, despite the formal laws in place. It is important to note
that Madagascar is also a party to CEDAW.
In some communes, the lack of awareness among municipal offices of the formal laws of
land management inhibit women’s ability to exercise their land rights. 52 The lack of information
allows for the continued patriarchal customs in which land certificates only record the name of
the husband, who may also be unaware that he can register his wife. Staff at local land offices
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FOOD AND AGRIC. ORG. OF THE U.N. (FAO), MADAGASCAR AND LEGAL PLURALISM: CAN CUSTOMARY AND
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should be trained to ask a man’s family status upon registering. If married, they should require
that his wife be present if he requests sole ownership. However, the husband must be informed
that his wife has the right to jointly own the land. Yet, for such formal legislation to be effective
it needs to be coupled with strong oversight and an emphasis on ground effort awareness and
education in the community and for local enforcers.
B. Zimbabwe – Informal Customary Law Curtails Gender Equitable Formal Law
Zimbabwe has a formal legal system that operates in parallel with customary law.
Customary laws are generally unwritten but are recognized by Zimbabwe’s 2013 constitution,
which defines them as “the customary law of any section or community of Zimbabwe's people.”
(Const. of Zimbabwe of 2013, cap. 18, part 3, para. 332.). Thus, customary law is a powerful
cultural force, and particularly potent with respect to marriage and inheritance matters, which
impacts many facets of life in the country.53 Although formal law provides for gender equality,
the customary laws and practices often do not. In fact, some customary laws view women as
minors and thus deny rural women their land rights, as these informal laws take precedence over
the formal legal system.54 This was supported by the Supreme Court in 1999, when it ruled that a
woman could not inherit her father’s property under formal law, even if she was named in his
will.55 Thus, it is clear that State institutions and officials can often be reluctant to enforce
formal law, and instead adopt the customary patriarchal norms that deny rural women land
rights.
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According to the FAO, an estimated 80% percent of women in Zimbabwe “live in rural
areas, marry under customary law and do not register their marriages.” 56 Because the
Matrimonial Causes Act of 1985 does not protect the widows that married under unregistered
customary law, rural women are significantly affected and denied any inheritance rights. 57
Further, the only option for a widow to obtain recognition of her marriage posthumously, and
thus also her marital property, is by her in-laws’ verification. 58 Yet, the in-laws stand to benefit if
they decline to verify the marriage, and instead claim their son’s land. Thus, rural women face
significant obstacles to assert their marital/inheritance rights because of the conflict between the
laws purported to protect their rights and the customary practices.
These discriminatory practices are difficult to address if the formal legal authority does
not step in to rectify the gender inequities in both formal and informal legal systems. In fact, the
various marriage laws must be consistent and address the realities of rural women. In doing so,
rural women who are either unaware of formal marriage registration requirements or unaware of
the implications of not registering will not be systemically deprived of their land rights.
C. Bolivia, Nicaragua, Cambodia: Failure and Success of Informal Customary
Law/Practice of Land Titling Curtail Formal Law
Bolivia, Nicaragua, and Cambodia implemented land titling programs that intended to aid
women and curtail patriarchal practices, but these ended with varied results. Despite the land
titling programs initiated in Bolivia and Nicaragua that were to address and grant women equal
land tenure, local implementers resisted and derailed the good intentions of these programs. 59
Even with the positive and specific language that granted both men and women equal land rights,
the patriarchal customary practices of giving title to the head of household followed suit, and
56
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most of the land was titled to men.60 According to the research by the World Bank Group,
International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD), and FAO, it is imperative to note that
gender-neutral laws can be inherently biased, and therefore land legislation must explicitly
recognize women’s equal rights to land.61 Further, it is the regulation and local implementation
of these laws that become pertinent as the local process on its own can pose barriers for women
to own land,62 as was the situation in Bolivia and Nicaragua.
However, in Cambodia, a land titling project proved to be successful because of the
ground efforts to address gender issues at the local level, specifically through educational
campaigns.63 These campaigns included both the participation of men and women, and the
organizers were careful to ensure that illiterate women were provided with appropriate
information, including information in pictorial form. 64 These examples, prove that legislation and
land right reforms must be coupled with efficient educational ground efforts.
Thus, land reforms must include ground efforts which educate and bring awareness to
the local community and local authorities of gender inclusive land rights. It is imperative that
rural women partake in these discussions and become visible to the community and have a voice
in the process. Further, religious leaders in the community must also be made aware of these
new land reforms because often religion has a strong hold on gender roles that limit women’s
decision-making processes.65 The shift in involvement of women in their community by default
re-defines their role and lays a foundation to their empowerment.
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IV.

GRANTING RURAL WOMEN LAND TENURE IMPROVES THE
COMMUNITIES’ ECONOMIC STATUS
A study by the World Economic Forum indicates that women invest 90% of their income

in their immediate families, and as land owners, have more power over household decisions,
greatly improving the prospects of their children and future generations. 66 Because rural women
are a major provider of food and food security, the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
argues that improving women’s access to land and productive resources to the level of men,
could increase yield on their farms by 20% to 30%.67 In fact, it could increase the agricultural
output in developing countries by as much as 2.5% to 4%, improving the economy of their
community.68 Rural women hold the key to sharply reducing world hunger, particularly in places
like Africa, where the hunger problem is most severe.69 Put simply, granting women land tenure
rights is a powerful economic catalyst.70
V.

CONCLUSION
It is imperative that rural women and girls’ land tenure rights are ensured if the goal is to

achieve women’s equity and emancipation. Every woman should be able to exercise her
sovereignty, and land tenure rights are a step towards that goal. By granting rural women and
girls land tenure rights, there is an inherent shift in the oppressive gender norms. States are
responsible to challenge these oppressive norms and ensure women’s land rights through formal
laws. States must require that all customary laws be subject to the rule of formal legislation.
However, successful land reforms will depend greatly on civic engagement and the ground
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efforts to educate all levels of participants, specifically the local implementers. Clearly, granting
rural women and girls land rights improves their self-agency, and the livelihood of their families
and communities. If States do not act to remedy this gender disparity, the subordination of
women will only heighten the propensity of other human rights violations. 71 In failing to
empower rural women, States will also continue to jeopardize their own progress. 72
Unequivocally, the role of rural women and girls is critical to the success of the new Sustainable
Development Goals agenda for 2030.
VI.

RECOMMENDATIONS
Human Rights Advocates respectfully presents the following recommendations and

encourages the Commission for the Status of Women to urge States to ensure, actualize and
protect rural women and girls’ land tenure rights by the following:
1. Secure a universal legal framework wherein rural woman have full, equal, and direct
rights to land by encouraging States to undertake land reforms that denounce patrilineal
practices of land tenure;
2. Address the conflict between formal and informal land tenure laws and urge States to
enforce compliance of formal laws that grant rural women and girls land tenure rights by
engaging and educating all levels of participants, including local authorities, religious
leaders, and local community members of the ruling law;
3. Urge States to engage in ground effort discourse to address the ill effects of gender norms
and informal customary laws that deny the advancement of their communities;
4. Urge States to challenge the patriarchal gender norms through the education system, and
include pedagogy that requires rural women and girls to be the decision-makers; and
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5. Urge States to ensure that new legislation provides for the amendment and/or removal of
provisions contained in other areas of law, such as civil codes, personal status, family and
marriage law, property law, housing and/or land law, that contradict the legislation
adopted, so as to ensure a consistent legal framework that promotes women’s human
rights and gender equality.
The following are examples of specific methods that may facilitate solutions:
a. Create marital property documents that upon marriage confers equal titling of
property ownership and administration to both spouses, and if local institutions do
not follow the rules they must be sanctioned;
b. Educate women about their rights to own and inherit land as part of the civil
marriage process;
c. Continuously educate the local authorities that perform the authentication of land
documents; and
d. Restrict testamentary freedom, to ensure widows and children are entitled to a
share of inheritance.
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